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The Craft of Writing––The Polish, The Shine 

Mastering the craft of writing is vital to serious writers. However, in the genre of memoir, it is more important to capture the story 
than to write it perfectly. (Not all writers aspire to be professionals, and a flawed memoir has its own charm.) These craft 
recommendations don’t always mean alternatives are wrong. Rules are controversial among experts. And there are reasons to 
break the rules. Writers often violate them in the interest of style and practicality. In general, though, complying with rules of 
craft is a gift to readers, and it is important to agents and publishers. If these experts observe a lack of craft in the first few pages of a 
manuscript, odds are they will move on to more seasoned writers. It’s your call on the extent craft is embraced. Don’t let its challenges 
overwhelm you and take away the joy of writing. Creating a story and sharing it trumps craft. 

_______________________________ 

If you are inclined to embrace craft, polish what you write by using the computer “find” capability to search for opportunities for 
improvement. Below are find and fix possibilities. It would be a major task to search all of them. Focus on those important to you.  

Following are words you should avoid where possible. THEY ARE NOT “WRONG.” Most are in every book, but they are 
often overused, unnecessary, or trite. Some are out of favor with writing experts, agents, and publishers because they cry out for a 
better word. Consider the prospect of taking them out or rewriting to avoid them. 

That, The, Now, Very, Really, Truly, Still, Yet, Then, Suddenly, Actually, Certainly, Rather, Somewhat, Kind Of, Sort Of, Got 
  
Well, Must, Just, Any, All, A little, A lot, Some, Maybe, Perhaps, Probably, Almost, Quite, Pretty, Pretty Much, Just About 

Had, Has, Would, Could - Tense or strength issues: Use “Dad stoked the fire” not “Dad would stoke the fire.” 

It, There, This, They, Thing(s), Something, Item - These are empty or dummy words. Use more descriptive ones where possible. 

Basically, Totally, and the vernacular Like - Don’t use, even in conversation––unless you’re at a rave concert in California. 

Like - When used in simile, like is a good word, but don’t overuse. Alternatives are: as, as though, as if, and similar to. (Using too 
many similes or metaphors weakens their impact.) 

Never, Always, or Every - Use only when the word is literally true. Also, don’t say: the fact is or as a matter of fact.  

Tried To, Started To, Began To - Get down to what is happening. Use “She cried” instead of “She began to cry.” 

Feel, Felt, Seems, Noticed, Looked, Saw, Heard, Knew, Learned, Thought, Realized, Hoped, Wondered, Guessed - 
You may be Telling when Showing is better (Google: Show vs Tell) 

Be, Being, By, Been, Was, Were, Is - These words may mean passive voice used instead of active voice. (possible rewrite) 

Should, Might, May, Most, In Order To - Consider rewriting stronger if possible or at least don’t overuse. 

Adverbs - Use sparingly. Often verbs are stronger on their own. Search for words ending in “ly” and reconsider them. 
Avoid trite adverbs: Practically, Virtually, Roughy, Fairly, Relatively, Moderately, Slightly, Clearly, Nearly. 

Clichés - Avoid them. They are trite. Use your own wonderfully expressive words. Be unique. 

“ing” - Using too many words ending in “ing” is not good craft. Beginning a sentence with an “ing” word is okay 
occasionally to vary sentence structure, but don’t do too often. 

I, My, Me, Myself - Using these words too often, especially in memoir, is distracting. Rewrite to eliminate where possible. 
Grammar: I, my, and me are last when used with another person. Me vs My, or Myself is tricky. (Google for rules) 

______________________________ 

That, This, Which, Who:  
         That vs This is determined by proximity (Caution: This might imply present tense.) 
         That vs Which (Clue: Which is preceded by a comma.) 
         That vs Who - Use who when referring to people (not that). 
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Who vs Whom - Some consider whom too formal. It rarely sounds right since people don’t use it in speech. Use whom 
when it is the object of a preposition unless it sounds hopelessly awkward, which it sometimes does. (Hint: Mentally re-
word a sentence. If him sounds right, use whom. If he sounds right, use who.) 

If  vs Whether - There are sticky nuances here. (Google: If  vs Whether) 
Can vs May - Can = ability / May = permission (When speaking, who cares which is used? When writing, it matters.) 
Awhile vs A While - awhile = adverb / a while = a period of time (Insert “for” in front of awhile. If it works, use a while.) 
Affect vs Effect - Affect = verb / Effect = noun (usually) (Google: Affect vs Effect) 
i.e. vs e.g. -  i.e. = that is  /  e.g. = for example. There is controversy over usage/punctuation. Alternative: say “that is” or “for example” 
Onto vs On To - Onto = upon / Otherwise use On To 
In To vs Into -  In To = adverb / Into = preposition expressing motion 
There Is vs There Are - The verb is or are is determined by whether the object of that verb is singular or plural. 
Who’s vs Whose/Chose vs Choose/Lead vs Led/Whether vs Weather/Met vs Meant - Words commonly used incorrectly. 

All Ready = fully prepared. / Already = previously. / Alright is not a word. Use All Right. 

Around = in the area of   /  Round = shape or not exact number  /  A Round = don’t use. 

Lay(s), Laid, Laying = set object/something down  /  Lie(s), Lay(s), Laying, Lain = a person rests or reclines. 

It’s vs Its - It’s is a contractions for It Is. Its shows possession. (Consider replacing It with a more descriptive word.) 
You’re vs Your - You’re is a contraction for you are. Your shows possession. 
They’re = they are / Their = possession / There = place (Consider replacing these with more descriptive words.) 
Them, Their, They - Using these plurals instead of singular nouns he or she is generally acceptable to avoid gender issues. 

Backward(s) - Backward is American, Backwards is English. Same for Afterward(s). Neither is wrong. Be consistent. 

Off - Don’t say off of. Just say off. 

But, And, So, Yet, Or - These coordinating conjunctions (comma precedes them) connect two sentences into compound 
sentences. Each sentence has a noun and a verb. Use economically and avoid long, “run-on” sentences. Consider 
breaking into separate sentences. (It’s generally accepted to start a sentence with these words, but don’t overdo.) 

Active or Passive Voice - Passive voice is not wrong, but active voice is stronger. Passive: The house was painted by Al. 
Active: Al painted the house. (Google: Active vs Passive) Clue: passive verbs = be, by being, been, was, were, is. 

Sentence Structure - Vary throughout a paragraph. Starting every sentence with a noun is boring. 
Paragraph Structure - Place most important sentences at the beginning and ending of paragraphs. 
Transitions - Assure flow between sentences, paragraphs, and chapters. 

Key Words - Avoid using important words twice in a paragraph. Use exceptionally unique words and phrases only two or three 
times in a book, unless they are part of the theme. (Don’t overdo book’s theme.) 

Word Choice - Use the right descriptive word. For example: Convince = of something while Persuade = do something (followed by to). 
Fewer = number (counted) while  Less =  measurement, time, distance, amount. (Check dictionary.)  

Person - Be consistent. Some shifts are appropriate, but consistency is best. (Google: first, second, third person.) 

Tense - Check for consistency of tense. (Google: present/past/past perfect/future, and third person limited––a common one used 
in fiction) Variations are appropriate—even necessary—but should be intentional and not jolt or confuse readers. Note: Was is 
used with singular subject, were with plural, except when a condition is involved: “If he were to go.” 

Point of View (POV) - Be consistent within chapters and scenes about whose POV you write from. No “head-hopping” 
unless done for strategic reasons. Identify POV in first few sentences of each chapter/scene (Google: Point of View). 

Dialogue Attribute - Put he said/she said after quote. Don’t use fancy words in an attribute (Google: dialogue technique). 
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Commas - Don't use a comma before that, because, as, since, or as well. Use a comma before such as and none 
after. Use a comma before which and words ending in ing (usually). Use a comma after introductory prepositional 
phrases. Don’t use a comma when only month and year (June 2016). 

A Series Separated by Commas - If possible, put the shortest phrase first and longest one last (perhaps making the last one 
a zinger). Phrasing of each item in a series should be compatible (called parallel phrasing––Google it). Leaving out the 
Oxford comma (final comma in a series—before the and or or) was popular. This is trending back. Use the Oxford comma. 

Quotation Marks and Punctuation - Periods and commas are always inside of quotation marks. Question marks and 
exclamation marks are inside or outside depending on whether they are part of the quote. (Rarely is an exclamation 
mark appropriate. Most experts say to use only to show excessive excitement or shouting. Never use more than one.) 

Dash - Avoid using two hyphens for a dash. Not wrong but implies “amateur.” Use em dash (––). (Google: hyphen/en/em dash) 
Most computers have a function for em dash. (On Apple, use Times New Roman and hold option while hitting two hyphens.) Em 
dash is used in place of commas for emphasis, to indicate an interruption, or to suggest “more to come” when used at the end of a 
sentence or paragraph. There is no space before or after the em dash. 

Ellipses ( . . . ) - Indicates an omission, usually from a quote. Should be a space before and after, except when after quotation mark. 

Spacing - Use only one space after periods and colons. Double spaces are distracting and shout “amateur.” 
__________________________ 

SPELLCHECK: When it comes to craft, don’t rely on spellcheck. It will not pick up everything. If you say sour instead 
of soar, asses instead of assess, sweat instead of sweet, voluptuous instead of voluminous, tart instead of start, mustard 
instead of mustered, or pubic instead of public, spell check is not going to catch it. Trust me. I know. 

______________________________ 

Many craft rules are specific to a genre. (In poetry, experts recommend poems end on an image or something 
sensory,  lines end with strong words, weak words are to be avoided at all cost, and punctuation can be abandoned. In 
fiction you must incorporate characters, curiosity, conflict, tension, plot, climax, and a narrative arc. In memoir, first 
person, past tense is preferred.) Other craft rules are more universal: 

- A strong message that touches the reader and elicits emotions is paramount. Thou must not be bland. 
- You must deliver a strong beginning and end. And the middle must not suck. 
- Memorable titles are vital for books, chapters, and sub-titles, especially in contests. Examples: 

Poem: Mom could be: I’ve Been Mom-ed 
Essay: On Aging could be: The Inconvenience of  Being Old 
Blog: Eating Disorders could be: An Adversarial Relationship with Donuts 
Article: Today’s News Problems could be The Void of Cognizance in the News 

- Masterful dialogue must be employed to tell the story and portray characters. 
- Characters must evolve, and no matter how evil, they must be sympathetic so readers care about them. 
- Descriptions of settings, characters, environments, cultures, feelings, and senses must paint a picture. 

_____________________________         

VOICE 
Voice is specific to the writer. To get the attention of an agent, publisher, or judge, it must be there. When entering contests, writers are 
competing with those with strong, unique, and captivating voices. Describing voice is beyond the scope of this document, but almost 
every book on writing talks about it. So read up. The following example of dedications in a book contrasts trite writing that lacks spice 
with writing with voice. Note that the “with voice” examples hint at the book’s genre (humorous prose). They also set the tone of the 
book and tell the reader something about the author. And they deliver surprises––readers love surprises: 

NO VOICE HERE: This book is dedicated to Sam Elliott, a handsome, sexy older man whom I have 
admired and adored for years. 

WITH VOICE: This book is dedicated to Sam Elliott, a fabulous seventy-one-year-old 
masculine piece of bravado and sensitivity. He enters a scene with a rakish swagger, causing the 
air around him to dissipate as he holds the universe together. 
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* * * 

NO VOICE HERE: This book is dedicated to my therapist who nursed me through a difficult time. 

WITH VOICE: This book is dedicated to my therapist who––when I mucked around in a 
funk and bared my soul––had the self-discipline to not say, “Well, that was weird.” 

* * * 

NO VOICE HERE: This book is dedicate to the men I’ve loved. 

WITH VOICE: This book is dedicated to the men I’ve loved. Because of them, when I’m asked 
to check a box for sex on forms, I draw my own box for not pertinent. 

______________________________ 

ACTIVE vs PASSIVE VOICE 
Write strong. Passive voice is not wrong. It is okay to use it at times, but active voice is preferred in most instances––it is stronger. 
With active voice, the subject does the action. In passive voice, the object of the verb does the acting. To identify passive voice, 
in writing, do a “search” on be, by, being, been, was, were, and is. Note the presence of is, was, and were in the passive sentences 
below as contrasted with the stronger verbs in the active sentences. 

At dinner, mashed potatoes were eaten by Mary. (passive) 
Mary ate mashed potatoes at dinner. (active) 

The runway is graced by beautiful models. (passive) 
Beautiful models grace the runways. (active) 

The wedding dress was ironed by Mattie. (passive) 
Mattie ironed the wedding dress. (active) 

The game is going to be watched by all alumni tomorrow. (passive) 
All alumni will watch the game tomorrow. (active) 

The lawn will be mowed by me on Saturday. (passive) 
I will mow the lawn on Saturday. (active) 

He is being a jerk. 
He is a jerk. 

________________________________ 

SHOW vs TELL 
When writers use seem, feel, felt, knew, learned, looked, hoped, noticed, saw, heard, thought, realized, guessed, 
wondered, and other internal emotions, they may be telling instead of showing. Telling is necessary. Don’t be afraid to 
use exposition (a big word for telling). It is not wrong, but too much telling is trite and boring. Consider these examples: 

TELL: “The alarm went off. I was so tired. It seemed as though I had just fallen to sleep. I felt like 
crying, but I knew I had to get back to work.” 

SHOW: “The alarm blasted me awake. My body quaked. My face contracted into an ugly grimace. After only 
two hours of sleep, my heart pounded at the shock of the intrusion. Tears formed in the corners of my eyes. I 
fought them back. Forcing myself out of my nest, I stumbled to the bathroom like a squirrel looped on 
fermented berries.” 

* * * 
TELL: “He looked mad. I was afraid, but I knew I had to stand my ground.” 

SHOW: “His face transformed into a savage grimace. His piercing eyes glared, and his chin quivered. The hair 
stood up on the back of my neck as I squared myself for the attack.”  

A writer can accomplish serious “showing” through dialogue. Also, how people talk reveals character. Interjecting dialogue can 
enhance a piece, but don’t write an entire story in conversations. You’ll wear out the reader. Some information is best delivered in 
the form of exposition.  
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THOUGHT SHOT (A character or narrator thought expressed in italics:  Reveals the personality of the person having the 
thought and can convey vital/punchy/humorous information (voice). Make sure it is relevant and fascinating. Nothing trite. 

SPOTLIGHT: A short, pithy sentence, usually in the midst of longer ones. This is an effective technique to 
surprise the reader and add voice. 

______________________________ 

STRUCTURE 
A book, story, and even memoir should have a narrative arc of some sort that supports the strategic sequencing of events. 
First sentence and paragraph: Must masterfully induce tension, curiosity, intrigue, and an inciting incident. The central 
theme is introduced, or at least hinted at here. Middle: The middle must not suck. Plots and sub-blots––rich with events, 
suspense, and conflicts––are active. Characters evolve. The story thickens. The writer keeps the momentum going by 
continuously upping the stakes for the characters and introducing twist and turns that surprise readers. End: The story 
ultimately culminates with a significant crisis and climax just before the end. When that crisis is resolved, it is cleanup 
time. Show how characters are changed by what happened. Give the reader closure. This simplistic beginning, middle, 
and end concept is helpful, but effective structure is more than that. (Read Bill Bernhardt’s book, Story Structure). Try 
the “W” structure used in television sitcoms: 

The story starts out on a high note, then problems develop and things go downhill (the first leg of the “W”). 
A strategy to climb out of the mess takes the situation back to a high point. But just as this rally seems 
complete, a major crisis develops (before the last commercial) and drags the situation down again. After the 
commercial, the climax delivers salvation and takes the story back to the top (the last leg of the “W”). 

Another approach is to start with a defining event, then tell the backstory leading up to it. Finish with the after story. 
Map out a structure and fit your story into it. Even memoirs can benefit from a structure other than the basic 
chronological presentation. Through structure, a writer makes magic happen for the reader. 

CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT 
Make characters sympathetic, even bad guys, so readers relate to them. Demonstrate physical, mental, and spiritual depth by 
revealing feelings through behavior and dialogue. Make all primary characters complex, deep, and real. Give them special 
abilities and uncommon traits, but make them uniquely flawed––even the heroes. (Read Bill Bernhardt’s book, Creating 
Character.) Elements to include: physical attributes, history, career, hopes, loves, hates, needs, wants, regrets, flaws, 
frustrations, disappointments, grievances, habits, idiosyncrasies, achievements, speech, obsessions, hobbies, losses, beliefs, 
skills, ethnicity, mannerisms, family, coping mechanisms, what they are afraid of. Weave information in throughout the story. 

  
SETTINGS 

Settings do more than paint a picture, put up a backdrop, set the stage, and string visual clues together. Settings create 
the world of your story, show characterization, add conflict, slow or speed up pacing, add or decrease tension, relate a 
backstory, and thread in emotions. Settings establish geography, climate, social context, history, and the time and 
season of events. Settings unfold the architecture of the story, orienting readers and drawing them in. Settings can 
accomplish more than most writers realize. (Read Mary Buckham’s book, Writing Active Setting.) 

___________________________________ 

MAJOR DIVISIONS OF A BOOK 
FRONTMATTER: 
Title page: title, subtitle, author and publisher (This information must match verbiage on book cover.) 
Publisher page: Copyright and Library of Congress notice, publication information, ISBN, legal notices, year of 
printing, credits for design, production, photography, editing, and illustration 
Dedication: (Optional)  
Acknowledgments: Author expression of gratitude for those contributing to the book and those supporting the author 
Epigraph: (Optional) A quote or quotes, usually facing Table of Contents or First Chapter (Epigraphs are also 
commonly used at beginning of each chapter after the chapter title) 
Table of Contests: Lists Divisions, Chapters, and detail to inform reader of contents and to help him navigate the book 
Foreword: (Optional) Written by someone other than author. Always signed and dated. Be sure to spell correctly (not 
foreward, forward, or forword). Agents and publishes marvel at how often authors misspell this word. 
Preface: (Optional) Written by the author. Tells how book came into being and provides background information 
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Introduction: Author explains purpose/goals of book, places book in context, and spells out scope and organization 
Prologue: (Optional) In fiction, sets the scene. Is told in the voice of a character (not the author) 

BODY: 
Section Break Pages: Similar to Act I, II, and III of a play, sections divide up a book (right-side page/odd page number) 
Chapter Pages: Begins each chapter with Title, Sub-Title, and epigraph (quote) (right-side page/odd page number) 

BACK-MATTER: 
Epilogue: An ending piece (in voice of author or a character) meant to bring closure and/or to bring reader up to date 
Afterward: Deals with the origin of the book and gives a sense of completeness to the work 
Appendix: Additional informative details and helpful tools  
Glossary: Terms defined 
Bibliography: References 
Index: List of phrases/words used throughout books with page numbers 

(Use only the divisions vitally needed. Don’t overload readers with upfront or back-matter. Some can be combined into one page, 
such as Acknowledgements and Dedications. Caution: Preface and Introduction can be redundant if both are used.) 

______________________________ 

TO ACHIEVE AUTHORSHIP, READ WIDELY––READ THE EXPERTS 

Stephen King - On Writing*                                                Memoir/Biography: 
Mary Buckham - Writing Active Settings                            Beth Kephart, Handling the Truth 
Susan Bell - The Artful Edit                                                 Frank McCourt, Angela’s Ashes* 
Sara Gruen, Water for Elephants (prologue)                       Ron J. Johnson, Joe (how to fill in the blanks) 
William Bernhardt - Red SneakerWriting Series*               Janet Walls, The Glass Castle 
Anne Lamott - Bird by Bird*                                               Nikki Hanna, Capture Life––Write a Memoir* 
William Zinsser - On Writing Well*                                     David Sedaris (books = vignettes w humor) 

TO LEARN THE CRAFT OF WRITING, USE THESE REFERENCES 

Strunk and White - The Elements of Style (pocket size)* 
Constance Hale - Sin and Syntax (excellent info on voice, show vs tell, and syntax––word ordering) 
Susan Thurman - The Only Grammar Book You’ll Ever Need* (if you buy one book, make it this one) 
June Casagrande - It Was the Best of Sentences, It Was the Worst of Sentences 
Marcia Riefer Johnston - Word Up! 
Brooks Landon - Building Great Sentences (hard read, but cumulative sentences chapter is worthwhile)  

*Favorites/Must Haves 
       ______________________________________ 

If you have young friends who aspire to become writers, the second greatest favor you can do for them is to present them with a copy 
of “The Elements of Style.” The first greatest [favor}, of course, is to shoot them now, while they are still happy. . . .Dorothy Parker 

* * * 
Be brave. Write your truth your way. If someone doesn’t like what you wrote, they can write their own book. Life is not always 
a civilized business. Don’t write a Pollyanna account of what happened. That would be boring, An honest piece, whether 
memoir or fiction, rich with flawed characters and missteps demonstrates how such experiences are overcome. When shared, 
lessons-learned and rallies from adversity can be inspirational to someone agonizing over their own unfortunate foolish 
missteps. What you write matters. And remember this: When you hurt someone with words, you hurt everyone around them. Be 
gentle. Use finesse. Ask yourself: “What can I give the reader with my writing?” Sharing your talent as a gift to others makes 
what you do meaningful, guides your choices into the realm of sensitivity, and gives you a sense of purpose. 

My wish for you is that you find a reason to write––one that promotes purpose and carries you through the challenges inherent 
in the process. My wish for you is that you find joy in the process of writing and revel in its results. My wish for you is that you 
create a work so crazy wonderful that when someone discovers it in an attic generations from now, they hold it in their hands 
and say out loud: “Wow!”. . . .Nikki Hanna  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—WORKSHOPS BY NIKKI HANNA–– 

THE CRAFT OF WRITING—THE SHINE, THE POLISH: Craft issues can derail even the most talented 
writer. This session is about how writers can reach the status of authorship, which means they are experts at their craft. 
This involves polishing a manuscript so it sparkles. Participants will learn: (1) how to find their style and how to interject 
voice into writing, (2) how to identify passive voice and to transition into active voice, (3) how to show, not tell, (4) how 
to use dialogue and settings effectively, and (5) how to use word selection to take writing to a higher level. Tips are 
shared on avoiding the most common grammatical, punctuation, sentence structure, and spelling mistakes. 
Strategies that increase the odds of winning contests and being successful at submissions make participants more 
competitive. Concrete, practical information and robust handouts equip writers to make their manuscripts shine. 

CAPTURE LIFE—WRITE A MEMOIR: This workshop shows both novice and seasoned writers how to 
overcome the challenges of memoir writing. Participants learn to portray life stories in a way that captivates readers 
and honors those they write about. Five writing techniques show how to layer details and feelings onto facts. These 
methods embellish life events, give them depth, and make them story-like. Helpful notes, tools, and checklists guide 
writers through steps that assure that a life is portrayed in a readable, sensitive, and enchanting manner. How to write 
about difficult times and flawed characters is covered as well as what to put in and what to leave out. Tips on ways to 
print and publish a book while avoiding the pitfalls of publishing are also revealed. Although memoir is a non-fiction 
genre, much of the information in this workshop is valuable to writers of fiction and other genres. 

FINDING JOY AND PURPOSE IN WRITING: This workshop focuses on the emotional aspects of writing 
and explores alternative definitions of success. Fresh perspectives are introduced that promote creativity and foster 
joy. Tactics for dealing with frustrations inherent in the writing/publishing industry are revealed, along with 
alternative ways to express and share what is written. There is more to writing than selling books and making money. 
Writers learn how to treat their talent as a gift and to create legacy through writing. Coping strategies demonstrate 
ways to develop personal resilience in the face of emotional challenges. The value of the craft of writing and of 
aspiring to “authorship” (becoming an expert) is articulated. This workshop equips writers to be more successful at 
publishing, submissions, and contests while discovering their own path to joy and purpose through writing. 

_________________________________ 

Books By Nikki Hanna 
Available on Amazon, Kindle, and www.nikkihanna.com 

OUT OF IOWA—INTO OKLAHOMA 
You Can Take the Girl Out of Iowa, but 
You Can’t Take the Iowa Out of the Girl 

Laced with witticisms and lessons learned, Hanna’s memoir delivers an inspirational romp through the challenges of 
being exposed to diverse cultures. Stories of struggles and triumphs experienced while growing up on an Iowa farm, 
moving to Oklahoma, and becoming a successful urban business executive show how she navigated the traumas of 
change. Readers will laugh, cry, and fall in love with the colorful characters in her world. Hanna’s wit and resourceful 
interpretations of her past delivers an honest, clever, and often ridiculously entertaining life story. 

CAPTURE LIFE 
Write a Memoir 

Brimming with inspiration and advice, this book introduces writing techniques that encourage even the most 
reticent person to write. Clever writing techniques and processes prove that anyone can create an enticing life 
story––and self-publish it. Hanna guides writers through the minefield of printing and publishing with simple, 
inexpensive strategies. She serves up wise and helpful counsel peppered with tools, checklists, and stories designed 
to inform and entertain. Both seasoned and novice writers will benefit from this book. 
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LEADERSHIP SAVVY 
How to Be a Stand Out Leader 

Fresh, relevant, and practical advice in this book for both aspiring and experienced leaders demonstrates how to be an 
exceptional influence, how to promote employee loyalty, and how to build an energized work force. Based on over forty 
years of business experience in corporate America, Hanna defines leadership as “service to those you lead.” She identifies 
Ten Common Leadership Mistakes, Ten Management Myths, and Five Keys to Career Success. Her proven and often novel  
approaches to leadership deliver results and give readers a competitive edge. Leaders will stand out. And their companies, 
associates, employees, and customers will benefit. 

RED HEELS AND SMOKIN’ 
How I Got My Moxie Back 

If you think being sixty-something is a bummer, humorist Nikki Hanna will convince you otherwise. A playful and inspiring tale 
of the adventures of a woman who redefined aging, Red Heels and Smokin’ describes the transitional years of the author’s life 
after retirement. A gutsy, zany, and sometimes outrageous woman, Hanna is bold and brutally candid as she dishes out 
interpretations of her passage into the third trimester of life. By resurrecting the moxie that served her well in younger years, she 
turns a tsunami of crises that threaten to overwhelm her into an amusing story of hope and passion. Hanna’s thoughtful and 
sometimes outrageous interpretations of her aging experience deliver generous doses of wisdom, common sense, hope, and 
entertainment. Her story will have readers rooting for her rally and perhaps strategizing to initiate one of their own. 

HEY, KIDS, WATCH THIS 
Go BEYOND Aging Well 

The central message of this intelligent, perceptive book about aging is that regardless of how old you are, you can be a person in 
crescendo. And you can do this no matter what happens. Hanna shows how a person creates legacy through how they view themselves 
as an older person and how they live the third trimester of their life. She encourages readers to find purpose in softening the lives 
of others. Hanna addresses hard issue head on but takes the edge off them with a clever format and jaunty tales spiked with humor 
and quirky characters. Hey, Kids, Watch This is a delightful and inspiring read for older people and those who care about them. 

____________________________________ 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
www.nikkihanna.com 

When asked to describe herself in one sentence, Nikki Hanna said, “I’m a metropolitan gal who never quite reached the level of 
refinement and sophistication that label implies.” The contradictions reflected in this description are the basis of her humorous 
prose. She has a BS Degree in Business Education and Journalism and an MBA from The University of Tulsa. A retired CPA and 
Toastmaster, Hanna has years of experience in management and as an executive for one of the country’s largest companies. She 
also served as a consultant on national industry task forces, as a board member for corporations, and as an advisor on curriculum 
development and strategic planning for educational institutions and charity organizations. 

Hanna describes her writing as irreverent, quirky humor with strong messages. As an author, writing coach, teacher, and contest 
judge, she is dedicated to inspiring others. She speaks on the craft of writing, memoir writing, and finding joy and purpose in 
writing as well as on aging, leadership, and women’s issues. In addition to numerous awards for poetry, essays, short stories, and 
books, Hanna received the Oklahoma Writers’ Federation’s Crème de la Crème Award and the Rose State College Outstanding 
Writer Award. Book awards include the National Indie Excellence Award, the USA Best Book Finalist Award, and two 
international Book Excellence Awards. Her books are available on Amazon/Kindle and through her website. 

Hanna lives in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Her children think she has become a bit of a pistol in her old age. They tell her, “Don’t call me if 
you get thrown in jail.” Four grandchildren consider her the toy fairy, and those in California believe she lives at the airport. 
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Hanna is available for customized workshops as well as for speeches, entertainment programs, readings, and coaching novice writers. 
Comments on books are welcome at: neqhanna@sbcglobal.net. 
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